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Exploration target of 40-70 million ounces gold on the Treaty Creek
property….
This is the hottest gold-story in Canada – hardly any other company has
delivered so massively this year! New high analyst price targets published!

A super successful year is drawing to a close: Two new discoveries have been made on the
Treaty Creek concession rights – and beyond: Further sensational drilling results at
Goldstorm make the company a very rare high potential takeover target within the entire
gold sector!

Introduction:
•

This first-class gold developer has already an initial Ressource of 27.3 million ounces
AuEq on his world-class project, with TOP infrastructure connection nearby!

•

Two new zones ('Eureka' and 'CBS') of mineralization (targets) with amazing high
grade gold intervals were discovered this year.

•

Management change heralds the next development phase in one of the world's
largest undeveloped gold projects in mining-friendly Canada!

•

Research reports from two renowned research institutions confirm the high
potential of the company – upside price targets of up to 150%

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,
There are more than 10,000 companies in the commodities sector worldwide and identifying
the most promising companies from this large number is often like the famous 'search for a
needle in a haystack'.
And what many do not know:
Only a few companies ever get their flagship exploration project into production. And the way
to get there is long and laborious:
• Staking and / or acquiring of concession areas
• Surveying and soil sampling / geophysical surveys
• Carrying out exploration work e.g. drilling
• Conducting metallurgical tests and feasibility studies
• Infrastructure development, approval process and financing of the mine
• Construction of the mine and start of production

Industry experts estimate that only around 1-2% of all projects achieve the successful
transformation from an exploration company to a successful producer. Why is that?
Often times it is because of the mineral resource / deposits that are either too small or have
a complex metallurgy (with often low recoveries). Large precious metals producers rarely
looking at projects with less than 5 million ounces of gold when it comes to potential M&A
acquisitions.
In addition to robust profitability parameters of a project, good infrastructure connections are
also important for project finance talks or M&A discussions.

Therefore, a deep due diligence is very important for investors when selecting individual
stocks.
When it comes to making investment decisions, many investors trust the advice of their bank
advisor, external research studies, or observe very closely in which companies large successful
investors have invested their capital to male substantial profits.

There are several renowned and extremely successful investors in the
commodities sector in North America!
One of them is definitely the billionaire Eric Sprott, who recognized the unique
potential of the Treaty Creek project from early on and has since supported
Tudor Gold (TSXV: TUD) in various financing rounds.
With around 17.6%, he is the company's second largest single shareholder after
the founder and chairman of Tudor Gold, Walter Storm.
According to a Bloomberg list from November, Eric Sprott equity stake in Tudor
Gold is even ranked in the fifth place with just under USD 55 million in value.

Quelle: Bloomberg.com

Eric Sprott once again presented his very positive assessment and future
outlook about Tudor Gold in an recent interview on December 10 in his 2021
annual sector review (starting 36:38 - link here).

Source: Youtube - Link

Shares of Tudor Gold have enormous upside price potential - two research
houses provided their price targets!
After a research report by 'Fundamental Research Corp' with a price target of CAD 5.29 (plus
150% potential) was published in March, the renowned investment house 'Research Capital
Corporation' is now following in December with a lofty price target of CAD 3.50 (+65%
potential)!

Source: Research Capital Corporation

Please read a small selection of interesting text passages from the 14-page research report
published on December 13th:
•

Premium Takeover Potential: Discoveries like Treaty Creek are rare, which is why we
see TUD as a strong takeover candidate. Golden Triangle M&A activity has also gained
some momentum recently, with Newcrest recently expanding its reach with a $ 3.5
billion offer for 100% of Pretium Resources Corp. The high-grade Brucejack gold-silver
mine is located adjacent to Tudor's Treaty Creek project. This followed a decision by
Hochschild Mining Plc. to exercise its right to a 60% interest in the nearby but much
smaller Snip gold project for $ 115 million in exploration expenditures that is an implied
value of $ 240 / ounce of the existing resource.

•

Investment highlights Tudor Gold:

1. Exposure to an emerging and expanding world-class and gold-rich porphyry district
with literally untapped regional upside. Some more recent discoveries at Treaty Creek,
known as Eureka, Perfect Storm and Calm Before the Storm, are indicative of such
potential;
2. Free option on the 100%-owned Eskay North and Crown-Electrum projects, also
located in the Golden Triangle. The latter is already under consideration as a spinout
to existing shareholders; and
3. Exposure to an experienced board and management team to help unlock additional
shareholder value. Beyond the noted project dividend proposal, we think it worthwhile
to cite the track record of founder Walter Storm, noting that he helped finance the
start-up of Osisko Mining Corp. (OSK-TSX; Not Rated) prior to turning his attention to
the Golden Triangle. We also think Ken Konkin adds considerable depth and experience
to the field team, including his direct involvement in the Valley of the Kings discovery
at the now-producing Brucejack mine of Pretium Resources, located immediately
southeast of Treaty Creek. Last, but not least, management has agreements in place
and (based on our observations) good working relations with the affected Tahltan
Nation.
Evaluation and recommendation by Research Capital Corporation in the report:
“We believe that TUD offers investors a unique opportunity to invest in a world-class gold
discovery in a newly emerging mineral district that has attracted the likes of no less than
Newmont Corp. (NEM-NYSE; Not Rated) and Newcrest Mining.
Given the sheer size of Treaty Creek, next to its inconclusive metallurgical characteristics, we
think an ‘in situ’ approach is a reasonable method by which to value TUD’s 60% stake at this
point.
Accordingly, we initiate coverage with a SPECULATIVE BUY rating and a $3.50/share price
target, noting the exclusion of the underground resource in our valuation, as well as the
demonstrated and potential exploration upside at all three projects.”

We took the effort and took another closer look at all the press releases
published in 2021 – and we must say… there was a lot of strong news!

But before we get to the highlights of this year's drilling season, here are the most important
company news from Tudor Gold:
• On December 21, 21, the company announced the following management changes:
# Ken Konkin appointed as President and CEO of Tudor Gold.
# Walter Storm will lead the Board of Directors as Chairman.
# Natalie Senger is appointed to the Board of Directors.
• Conducted several capitals raises successfully: On November 15, the company raised 15
million CAD - Eric Sprott participated again with the acquisition of 952,200 shares. Significant
funds were already raised in the 2nd and 3rd quarter this year for the purpose of carrying out
the drill season.
• Chris Curran was appointed on April 6 of as Head of Corporate Development and
Communications.

Some of the major news mportant news from the flagship project Treaty Creek in 2021:
•

On March 9, 21, Tudor published an initial mineral resource estimate for the Copper
Belle-Goldstorm (CB-GS) deposit: The deposit currently hosts a NI 43-101 compliant
Measured and Indicated Mineral Resource of 19.4 million ounces of AuEq grading 0.74
g/t AuEq and an Inferred Resource of 7.9 million ounces of AuEq grading 0.79 g/t
AuEq.

•

The 2021 resource expansion and definition drill program on the flagship Treaty Creek
project comprised 30,108 meters of drilling.

•

In addition to successful infill drills, various step-out drill holes at the Goldstorm
deposit were able to massively expand the project area to the north, north-east and
north-west.

•

Tudor managed to make two new significant discoveries with the Eureka zone and
CBS (Calm before the Storm) zone. The company now has four highly prospective drill
targets on the Treaty Creek concession rights.

Press release as of December 15th, 2021:
•

1.09 g/t Au Eq over 476.1 meters (drill hole GS-21-124 300H).

•

1.22 g/t Au Eq over 355.15 meters, including 1.45 g/t Gold Eq over 247.5 meters (drill
hole GS-21-122 CS600).

Press release as of November 30, 2021:
•

0.97 g/t Au Eq over 1,320 meters, including 1.38 g/t Au Eq over 556.5 meters in the
northwest step-out hole (GS-21-113-W2).

•

The strongest mineralization was hit in the northernmost section of the 300H domain
at drill hole GS-21-113-W1 grading 4.07 g/t Au Eq over 78.0 meters, within 459.0
meters grading 1.30 g/t Au Eq.

Ken Konkin, President and CEO of Tudor Gold, states:
“We are very pleased to report these exceptional drilling results that continue to increase the
dimensions of the Goldstorm Deposit, with some of the most impressive gold-copper
mineralization observed to-date. We have significantly expanded the deposit to the north,
northwest and at depth. Drill hole GS-21-113-W2 is the deepest intercept in the Goldstorm
system. This hole ended in very strong gold-copper and associated silver mineralization within
the CS600 domain. Clearly, much more drilling is required to constrain the deposit which
appears to have the greatest potential for continued expansion to the northeast and
northwest.
This system has proven to be much larger than we previously expected and, combined with
our recent discoveries at Perfect Storm, Eureka and Calm Before the Storm, gives this Project
un-paralleled economic potential as one of the largest gold projects in the world.”

Press release as of November 23, 2021:
•

Fourth Significant Gold-Silver Discovery on Treaty Creek: Hole CBS-21-02 on the new
Calm Before the Storm Zone (CBS) intersected 1.30 g/t Au Eq over 53.9 meters within
one Interval of 155.5 meters grading 0.82 g/t Au Eq.

'CBS' is the fourth major mineralized precious metals zone discovered on 'Treaty Creek'. The
'CBS' zone is located two kilometers northeast of the 'Goldstorm' deposit and is on the same
structural trend as the 'Perfect Storm Zone' ('PSZ') and the 'Copper Belle-Goldstorm' deposit
('CB-GS').

Ken Konkin, President and CEO of Tudor Gold, states:
“Our 2021 exploration program has been exceptionally successful at broadening our
understanding of the mineralization throughout the Treaty Creek Property. The Project now
has four large geological targets that require extensive exploration and drilling, including
the Goldstorm Deposit which remains open in all directions and at depth.
The size and scope of our exploration program is growing exponentially with each new
discovery to add to the chain of precious and base-metal deposits and targets associated
with the extensive Sulphurets-Treaty thrust fault system.
We are very pleased with the results of the surface sampling programs and in-particular the
discovery hole from our preliminary drill results at our new zone, Calm Before the Storm
(CBS). The gold and silver values at CBS are interpreted to be hosted within possibly younger
rocks than the host lithologies at Goldstorm.”

Press release as of September 27, 2021:
•
•

New Discovery in the Eureka Zone: Hole EK-21-01 intersected near surface
mineralization averaging 67.5 meters at 1.13 g/t Au Eq within 217.5 meters averaging
0.76 g/t Au Eq.
1.09 g/t Au Eq over 564.0 meters, including 1.76 g/t Gold Eq over 196.5 meters (drill
hole GS-21-119)

Ken Konkin, President and CEO of Tudor Gold, states:
“We are extremely pleased with our continued success with our step-out drilling at the
Goldstorm Deposit. Due to the success of hole GS-21-119 we plan to step-out further to the
northeast before the End of this year’s drilling.
In addition, we confirmed that a significant gold system exists at the Eureka Zone with
mineralization occurring near surface, which terminates in a regional thrust fault at depth.
An interesting aspect of the Eureka system is that the gold mineralization ends in what may
be the same thrust fault that truncates the DS-5 system at Goldstorm. The attached drill
section shows the spatial relationship between the Goldstorm Deposit and the Eureka Zone
(Regional Section – Goldstorm to Eureka). The current geological interpretation is that the
DS-5 domain may connect to the Eureka Zone which adds another dimension to the potential
size of the Goldstorm Deposit.

Press release as of August 30, 20201:
•

Shallow gold mineralization continues for one kilometer along the SW trend at
Perfect Storm, while PS-21-06 for 118.6 meters grading 0.721 g/t Au Eq, including
59.9 meters grading 0.927 g/t Au Eq, came across. The mineralized system appears
to be increasing in strength toward the Iron Cap deposit approximately three
kilometers southwest.

Ken Konkin, President and CEO of Tudor Gold, states:
„...We are very excited with the results from PS-21-06 at the Perfect Storm Zone as we again
encountered significant near-surface gold mineralization, with 118.6 meters averaging
0.721 g/t AuEq, containing an uppermost portion averaging 0.927 g/t AuEq over 59.9
meters.
We will plan for continued drilling at Perfect Storm once we delineate the northeastern limits
to the Goldstorm Deposit. All three wide-spaced drill holes hit significant gold mineralization
at Perfect Storm and have indicated gold mineralization along the SW axis for more than a
kilometer. Only a very small portion of the Perfect Storm magnetic anomaly has been
tested.”

Press release as of August 3, 20201:
•

0.704 g/t Gold Eq over 801.0 meters including 168.0 meters of 1.391 g/t Gold Eq (drill
hole GS-21-103)

•

1.039 g/t Gold Eq over 474.0 meters, including 2.389 g/t Gold Eq over 130.5 meters
(drill hole GS-21-110)

The summary of the most important press releases convinced us 100% that a unique success
story is being written at Tudor Gold.
The flagship project 'Treaty Creek' from Tudor Gold Corp. (WKN: A2AJ7Y, Frankfurt: TUC /
TSXV: TUD) is already one of the world's largest undeveloped mineral resources with 27.3
million ounces of gold equivalent!
And as this year's exploration program has again confirmed, the 'Goldstorm' zone has again
been massively expanded with various 'step-out' boreholes.
And the great thing about it: Gold mineralization and the size of the project has increased
more strongly towards the north-east and north-west direction of the Goldstorm deposit.
For example, Tudor Gold was able to identify the strongest mineralization in the
northernmost section of the '300H domain‘ at drill hole GS-21-113-W1:

This world class drill hole intersected 4.07 g/t Au Eq over 78.0 meters, within 459.0 meters
of 1.30 g/t Au Eq!
In addition, two other highly promising geological targets were identified with 'Eureka' and
'CBS'.

iframe width="635" height="365" src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/ZsBiHNBGkjo"
title="YouTube video player" frameborder="0" allow="accelerometer; autoplay; clipboard-write;
encrypted-media; gyroscope; picture-in-picture" allowfullscreen></iframe>
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZsBiHNBGkjo

Can we expect 50 to 70 million ounces of gold in the Treaty Creek property?

Source: Tudor Gold / JS Research UG

(WKN: A2AJ7Y, Frankfurt: TUC, TSX-V: TUD)

For all new readers, we have briefly put together some background
information on Tudor Gold:
Tudor Gold is a precious and base metal exploration company with properties in the 'Golden
Triangle' of British Columbia, an area of producing or past producing mines and several large
deposits near potential development. The 17,913 hectare Treaty Creek project (in which Tudor
Gold has a 60% interest) is bordered to the southwest by Seabridge Gold Inc.'s KSM property
and to the southeast by Pretium Resources Inc.'s Brucejack property The company controls
100% of the 'Electrum' project. In addition, Tudor has 'earn-in' options and is 100% involved
in other projects in the 'Golden Triangle'.
From the southwest corner of the Treaty Creek claims bordering Seabridge Gold’s concession
areas, the Sulfurets Thrust Fault leads from the Seabridge Iron Cap deposit to the Tudor Gold
Goldstorm system. The 'Goldstorm' zone is located five kilometers northeast of Seabridge's
'Iron Cap' deposit.
The "Golden Triangle" region is one of the productive gold regions in Canada - over 145
million ounces of gold and over 50 billion pounds of copper have already been found in the
immediate vicinity by the world-class explorer Tudor Gold!

Top Facts & Highlights about Tudor Gold Corp:
✓ Initial resource estimate published on Treaty Creek in March 2021: 27.3 million
ounces of Au Eq (of which 19.4 million ounces at 0.74 g / t Au Eq in the Measured
and Indicated resource category)
✓ Enormous exploration potential – most parts of the exploration projects are still
largely unexplored. There are several high potential exploration targets on Treaty
Creek (e.g. ‘Perfect Storm’ / ‘Eureka’ / ‘Calm before the Storm’).
✓ The company plans to spin-out the 'Crown' project in the next few months:
Shareholders should get for every 1 Tudor in ownership approx. 0.253 in the new
established Goldstorm Metals Corp. (See link to the news release here)

✓ Prime location: Huge land package in the famous Canadian 'Golden Triangle' region more than 145 million ounces of gold and 50 billion Pounds of copper have already
been discovered within a few kilometers to Treaty Creek.
✓ The flagship project 'Treaty Creek' is right next to the largest world-class deposits and
mines. (Seabridge Gold and Pretium Resources)
✓ Extremely promising project portfolio with over 35,518 hectares of concession areas,
spread over four projects.
✓ Treaty Creek' is close to good infrastructure: the nearest road and power line are only
around 25 km away.
✓ There is running water all year round on Treaty Creek - this is an important
requirement for future mining operations.
✓ Excellent geological location of the acquired land packages in mining-friendly British
Columbia, Canada.
✓ Top Management - Very experienced and successful team led by the award-winning
geologist Ken Konkin, who was appointed as President & CEO on December 21, 2021.
He was instrumental in the discovery of Pretium Resources 'The Valley of Kings'
deposit.
✓ Founder of Tudor Gold is the renowned Walter Storm, who was also Co-founder of the
Canadian mining company Osisko Mining. Mr. Storm is the Chairman of Tudor Gold
and is the Chairman of the Board of Directors.
✓ World-class drill results at flaggship project ‚Treaty Creek‘: e.g.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drill hole GS-21-113-W2: 0.97 g/t Au Eq over 1,320 meters including 1.38 g/t
Au Eq over 556,5 meters;
Drill hole GS-20-65: 1.161 g/t AuEq over 930 meters including 2.12 g/t Au Eq
over 348 meters;
Drill hole GS-20-92: 0.999 g/t Au Eq over 531 meters including 3.286 g/t Au
Eq over 82.5 meters;
Drill hole GS-20-91: 0.856 g/t Au Eq over 1,033.5 meters including 1.112 g/t
Au Eq over 532.5 meters;
Drill hole GS-20-83: 0.821 g/t Au Eq over 921 meters including 1.078 g/t Au
Eq over 345 meters;
Drill hole GS-20-75: 0.741 g/t Au Eq over 1152 meters including 1.561 g/t Au
Eq over 121.5 meters;
Drill hole GS-20-57: 0.845 g/t Au Eq over 973 meters including 1.40 g/t Au Eq
over 217.5 meters;
Drill hole GS-20-64: 0.983 g/t Au Eq over 550.55 meters including 1.482 g/t Au
Eq over 154.5 meters;
Drill hole GS-20-73: 0.932 g/t Au Eq over 775.5 meters including 1.502 g/t Au
Eq over 229.5 metres;
Drill hole GS-19-42: 0.849 g/t Au Eq über 780 meters including 1.275 g/t Au
Eq over 370.5 meters within the 300 horizon zone;

✓ Tudor Gold is a prime M&A acquisition target.
✓ Strong support for the 'Tahltan First Nation': Signing of a commitment and
communication agreement.
✓ Clear vote of confidence - as of November 5, 2021, close to 50% of the shares were
hold by company founder and Chairman Walter Storm (32.32%) and commodity star
investor Eric Sprott (17.58%).

Information about Tudor Gold Corp:
Name: Tudor Gold Corp.
Equity-Ticker Germany: TUC
Equity-Ticker Canada: TUD.V
Last stock price in Canada: CAD $ 2.11
ISIN: CA89901P1071
WKN: A2AJ7Y
With speculative greetings,
Jörg Schulte

This promotional article was created on December 29, 2021 by Jörg Schulte, Managing
Director of JS Research UG (limited liability). According to §84 WPHG, activities of JS Research
UG (limited liability) ARE registered at BaFin!
Sources: Tudor Gold, Stockcharts.com

Disclaimer, risk information and exclusion of liability: We expressly point out that we accept
no liability for the content of external links. Every investment in securities is fraught with risks.
Due to political, economic or other changes, there can be considerable price losses. This
applies in particular to investments in (foreign) small caps as well as in small and microcap
companies; Due to the low market capitalization, investments in such securities are highly
speculative and involve an extremely high risk, including the total loss of the invested capital.
In addition, some of the stocks presented by JS Research UG (limited liability) are subject to
currency risks. The background information, market assessments and securities analysis
published by JS Research UG (limited liability) for the German-speaking area were prepared in
compliance with the Austrian and German capital market regulations and are therefore
intended exclusively for capital market participants in the Republic of Austria and the Federal
Republic of Germany; other foreign capital market regulations were not taken into account

and do not apply in any way. The publications by JS Research UG (limited liability) are for
informational purposes only and expressly do not represent a financial analysis, but are
promotional texts of a purely advertising nature for the companies discussed, which typically
pay a fee for this. There is no consulting contract between the reader and the authors or the
publisher in existence by reading or subscribing the JS Research UG (limited liability)
publications. All information and analysis do not constitute a solicitation, an offer or a
recommendation to buy or sell investment instruments or for other transactions. Every
investment in stocks, bonds, options or other financial products is subject to - in some cases
considerable - risks. The publisher and authors of JS Research UG (limited liability) publications
are not professional investment advisors!!! Therefore, it is essential that you always seek
advice from a qualified specialist (e.g. your house bank or a qualified investment advisor you
trust) when making investment decisions. All information and data published by JS Research
UG (limited liability) come from sources which we consider to be reliable and trustworthy at
the time of preparation. However, no guarantee can be given with regard to the correctness
and completeness of the information and data. The same applies to the evaluations and
statements contained in the analysis and market assessments by JS Research UG (limited
liability). These were created with the necessary care. Any responsibility or liability for the
correctness and completeness of the information contained in this publication is excluded. All
statements of opinion made reflect the current assessment of the author, which can change
at any time without prior notice. No guarantee or liability is expressly assumed that the price
or profit development forecasts by JS Research UG (limited liability) will materialize.
Information on conflicts of interest: The editors and responsible authors hereby declare that
the following conflicts of interest with regard to the Tudor Gold company discussed in this
publication exist at the time of publication: I. At the time of publication, the authors hold
shares in Tudor Gold and reserve the right to retain them sell or take new positions in Tudor
Gold at any time and without notice. The authors and the publisher cannot rule out that other
stock market letters, media or research firms may discuss Tudor Gold shares during the same
period. Therefore, symmetrical generation of information and opinions can occur during this
period. This publication by JS Research UG (limited liability) is expressly not a financial analysis,
but a publication of a very clear and clearly promotional character and thus to be understood
as an advertising / marketing message. According to §34 WpHG I would like to point out that
the author, editors, clients or brokers hold shares, options or warrants at the time of
publication and can increase or sell these positions at any time! This clearly and specifically
creates a conflict of interest.
We expressly point out a conflict of interest. This also applies to options and derivatives based
on these securities. Any resulting transactions may, under certain circumstances, affect the
company's share price. The information, recommendations, interviews and company
presentations published on the "websites", the newsletter or the research reports are usually
paid for by the respective companies or third parties (so-called "third parties"). The "third
parties" include, for example, investor relations and public relations companies, brokers or
investors. JS Research UG (limited liability) or its employees can partially be compensated
directly or indirectly for the preparation, electronic distribution and other services by the
discussed companies or so-called "third parties" with an expense allowance. Even if we
prepare each report to the best of our knowledge and belief, we advise you to consult other

external sources, such as your house bank or a trusted investment advisor, with regard to your
investment decisions. For this reason, liability for financial losses that may result from using
the information discussed here for one's own investment decisions is categorically excluded.
Particularly in the case of commodities and exploration stocks and low capitalized stocks, the
portfolio proportions of individual shares should only be so much that even in the event of a
total loss, the total portfolio value can only lose marginal value. In particular, stocks with a low
market capitalization (so-called "small caps") and especially exploration stocks as well as all
listed securities in general are subject to considerable price volatility. The liquidity in the
securities can be correspondingly low. When investing in the commodity sector (exploration
companies, raw material producers, companies developing raw material projects), additional
risks must be taken into account. Below are some examples of specific risks in the commodity
sector: Country risks, currency fluctuations, natural disasters and storms (e.g. floods, storms),
changes in the legal situation (e.g. export and import bans, punitive tariffs, prohibition of raw
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Disclaimer: All information published in the report is based on careful research. The
information does not represent an offer to sell the shares discussed, nor an invitation to buy
or sell securities. This report only reflects the personal opinion of Joerg Schulte and is in no
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correctness of the content. No guarantee is given for the accuracy of the charts and data on
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summarized. No responsibility or liability is assumed for the content, correctness,
appropriateness or accuracy of this translation. From the perspective of the translator, the
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may happen that we use third party providers for the electronic distribution of news and
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